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N i c h o l a s  R z h e v s k y

1

Russian cultural history: introduction

What are the lessons of Russian culture, what does it have to offer
us and our time? Fortunately, Russian cultural studies have a rich history
– including the works of Nikolai Berdiaev, Pavel Miliukov, George
Vernadsky, Nicholas Riasanovsky, Wladimir Weidle, Georges Florovsky,
Dmitry Chizhevsky, James Billington, Mikhail Bakhtin, and Dmitry
Likhachev (who is a contributor to this volume and a link to the earlier
tradition), and more recently Alain Besançon, Yury Lotman, Caryl
Emerson, Katerina Clark, Boris Groys, Mikhail Epstein, Irina Paperno,
Boris Uspensky and Geoffrey Hosking among others – that offers orienta-
tion and points of engagement in answering such questions. In spite of a
rich diversity of approaches that have changed over time and in reaction
to historical and social context, these and other cultural analysts most
often depend on certain basic vantage points they assume in common,
whether in part or in whole. They are: the language origins of a culture,
its geographic location, its religious and ideological attachments, and its
broadly based folk ethos. Yet other points of view exist in aesthetic texts
that are equally open to history and later uses by cultural observers but
that have some material permanence in their media of transmission.

Such is the basis of the present book’s structure. It is divided into two
parts: the first combining approaches to culture which frequently influ-
ence both observers and participants; the second, offering brief histories
of Russian contributions to the arts and emphasizing the modern period
from 1860 on. The intersections of these analytical and creative concerns
as well as the intersections within them of different personalities, events,
and artifacts provide a comprehensive overview, although considera-
tions of space and general readership have limited the contributors to
introductions of many of the complex and varied parts of the Russian
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cultural experience. Guidelines for further study and interpretation are
provided in the suggested reading sections that accompany each chapter
and in a chronological chart of major historical and cultural events.

Surprisingly, and notwithstanding a marked tendency among observ-
ers to see centrifugal and authoritarian tendencies as dominants, Russian
cultural history suggests an openness to others, passionate but rapidly
changing commitments, and a precarious existence for authorities.
Geography – and particularly the open steppe noted by Mark Bassin – is a
site and metaphor of this free-flowing cultural space. Russian boundaries
can be seen to be constantly transgressed, most often by the Russians’
own initiatives, beginning with the invitation noted in the Primary
Chronicle issued to the Vikings to assume political leadership, continuing
with Peter the Great’s modernization project, and including the new
Westernization of Boris Yeltsin. At other times transgressions occurred
thanks to unwelcome intrusions: of the Mongols, the Poles, the French
forces under Napoleon, and the German armies of Hitler. As a result both
of such violent and more peaceful forms of intercourse with North and
South, East and West, the Russians came to share the significant move-
ments of the civilizations around them.

Major agents of cultural and historical development described in the
following chapters included first the Scandinavians, who arrived in the
eighth century to help organize tribes into the typical fiefdoms of the
medieval world and to shape an economic trade route by water from the
North Sea to the Black Sea. From the ninth century on, the Greeks, via
Byzantium, provided the common religious and philosophical heritage
that the Russians shared with the West. From the twelfth to the four-
teenth century – subsequently defined as the “Tatar Yoke” by the
Russians themselves – the Mongols stimulated political structures such
as that for the central gathering of taxes, and helped create a strong dis-
trust of politics on the part of the Russian people. The East also provided
Russia’s broadest frontier – the conditions F. J. Turner’s The Frontier in
American History defined as contributing to American national identity
and comparable to what the Russians think of as the Siberian element in
their character. The Western turn from the sixteenth century on enabled
the Russians to share, with various degrees of enthusiasm, the cultural
inclinations commonly noted as the Renaissance and the Enlighten-
ment, the nineteenth-century ideological syndromes Abbott Gleason
outlines culminating with Marxism, and the rival economic and political
processes of the end of the twentieth.
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On the whole, there are unlikely to be surprises when emphasis is
placed on such cross-cultural conditions. There are, however, elements of
history that carry unusual weight in this particular culture and that give
it specific directions. The Mongol invasion was not merely a fleeting
moment, as say the German presence in Paris in the Second World War,
but lasted for over 250 years; the Renaissance occurred late in Russia and
at a considerable distance from its original cultural energy in the West;
the economic and political programs of Peter the Great and Stalin were
brutal and extreme by any world standards. Other frequently noted geo-
political, economic, or social circumstances are: the lack of fresh water
ports, the presence of numerous rivers for commerce, the drive to expan-
sion encouraged by the fur trade, an insecure middle class, late industri-
alization and modernization, and the instabilities of an unusually large
empire – by the modern era Russia included many different ethnic
groups and religions and their proximity and intersections served both
for mutual cultural enrichment, and the familiar social tensions and
dilemmas of cultural diversity. If these conditions are not taken to be
exclusionary or too important, thus reducing and simplifying what is
richer and more complex than all of them put together, they can be seen
to provide the economic and social superstructures on which the
Russians built their cultural history.

Much of what Russian cultural identity is all about is suggested by the
ways in which the Russians themselves reacted to such particularities of
their geographic space and contacts throughout history. What were the
basic directions and emphases of their response? The introductions to lit-
erature, art, music, theatre, and film included in this book are especially
helpful in answering questions of this sort. The histories of aesthetic
media indicate not only cultural processes, but cultural products trans-
mitted through history and forming its strongest links. Books, paint-
ings, opera scores, records of stage performances, and cinema recordings,
are lasting, material evidence of explorations in a civilization’s conscious-
ness; they open cultural history to the creative engagements that show a
society’s highest aspirations, achievements, and doubts. They are both
different from the hard evidence of social or economic acts, and often the
most telling record of them. A strong indication of cultural directions –
and a measure of validity for their interpretation – is the central and
recurring responses of this creative record and the evidence it brings to
the fundamental viewpoints of historical process.

The introductions to language and religion written by Dean Worth
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and Dmitry Likhachev – which assume divergent perspectives but arrive
at the same decisive events – give us one starting point of definition. The
investigation of cultural origins, Homi Bhabha and others have pointed
out, is a risky business, subject both to the absurdity of continual regress
in a search for first causes and continual reappraisals according to the
predilections of observers arriving later in history. Most of what we know
about early Russian culture comes down to us through the chronicles,
those first expressions of both self-definition and literacy created by
monks that begin with the intent of clarifying “the origins of the land of
Rus’.” As Dmitry Obolensky noted in an earlier Cambridge Companion
(Robert Auty and Dmitry Obolensky, eds., An Introduction to Russian
Language and Literature, 1977), the chronicles not only provided a universal
framework within which the Russians could orient themselves, but were
incomplete and thus ever open to future interpretations of the meaning
and directions of the originary condition. Nevertheless, the chronicles
make clear that literacy and religion were vital to the beginnings of cul-
tural consciousness, and that their bonded early histories, thanks to the
work of missionary representatives of Greek civilization, were of funda-
mental importance for later cultural development.

The Byzantine legacy – particularly in the aesthetic inclinations noted
by Professor Likhachev – became a critical element of Russian Orthodoxy
and Russian self-definition, although it is equally clear that Russian
Orthodoxy itself did not become a fixed and unchanging doctrine based
solely on Greek tradition but continued to evolve through a cross-cul-
tural and open-ended process. Over time such interreligious transmuta-
tions included not only the Hesychast influence transmitted by the
Greeks and striking in similarity to Sufi Moslem mysticism, but Ivan IV’s
extremist interpretations of the Judaic tradition and the Old Testament,
the strong influence of Catholics such as Yury Krizhanich in the seven-
teenth century and Joseph de Maistre in the nineteenth, the Protestant
inclinations shown in Peter the Great’s time by Feofan Prokopovich, and
various other fecund contacts.

The history of the Russian language charted by Dean Worth was part
of this free-flowing and cross-cultural process. By Peter the Great’s epoch
– the time when Professor Worth ends his observations – modern Russian
was essentially in place, although still evolving through interaction with
other languages, particularly French, German, and later English. The
continual flux of language and its natural propensity to undermine
stable meanings was reflected in specific Russian instabilities. During the
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early nineteenth century French, not Russian, was the language of choice
of the aristocracy and it is not surprising, therefore, that Petr Chaadaev, a
young man who had a prolonged stay in Paris along with the Russian
army that had defeated Napoleon, was sufficiently impressed by such
contacts with other cultures to suggest that Russia had too little of its
own and to argue that Catholicism best served humanity’s universal
obligations.

Chaadaev’s often-cited example of cultural self-consciousness and
insecurity is symptomatic of larger contrary patterns of stability and
instabilities. On the one hand, the impermanence and flux of language
did not stop the Russians from using their own language to grapple with
the same religious concerns throughout their history, or to formulate
beliefs in a transcendent realm of God’s “truth of truths.” Words of this
sort create the ethical codes and borders that organize civilization, and
the issues of aesthetic–ethical conjunctions, of love and its expression in
universal engagement, of humility, and the self ’s obligations funda-
mental to Russian Orthodoxy, were explored by language masters of the
stature of Aleksandr Pushkin, Fedor Dostoevsky, Vladimir Soloviev, and
Mikhail Bakhtin. On the other hand, the very nature of language’s
inevitable diffusions and a basic volatility at the religious core made such
concepts problematic. The play of language and the attraction of sym-
bolic formations over material ones, in combination with intransigence
before earthly imperfections and the yearning for beauty and the
absolute, if pushed far enough, can lead to a condition of perpetual dis-
satisfaction, abstraction, and withdrawal from society, all manifested in
Chaadaev’s later life.

Withdrawal – to the desert, the monastery, the wanderer’s roads, the
philosopher’s or theatre director’s quiet rooms – was, in fact, one typical
Russian cultural gesture. The urge or necessity to leave society, however,
often stimulated by political considerations as during the Mongol era of
St. Sergius of Radonezh or Constantine Stanislavsky’s and Sergei
Eisenstein’s times of Stalinist terror, was frequently followed by subver-
sion of the separate place by a sense of obligation. St. Sergius, thus, went
on to build the monastery of Trinity-Sergius in Zagorsk that became an
emblem of moral–social commitment and Russian cultural identity, and
Stanislavsky and Eisenstein devoted the last part of their lives to students
who continued the strong traditions of Russian theatre and film. The
gesture of withdrawal was part of a larger cultural pattern for the
Russians that combined intransigence, initial separation to better one’s
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self, and optimism that such betterment could be put to good uses in the
world at large.

Nevertheless, the optimistic reach for transcendent truths through
self-betterment and the self-placement in a universal context that began
with the chronicles contributed to excessive abstractions and neglect of
the practical local realities – material things to satisfy human needs and
political and legal structures to regulate them. That is not to say the
Russians did not develop strong legal and political systems – the law
codes of the early Russkaia Pravda (Russian Truth) or those implemented
after the reforms of 1862 and 1912 were progressive for their day – but
that their functions in society were always subverted by a larger yearn-
ing for the transcendent. A state of grace, the Russians held in their
heart of hearts, could not be determined by the inevitable corruptions
and hypocrisies of earthly laws and earthly politicians. The religious
imperative of Russian culture, in André Malraux’s words about
Byzantine art, was “the charm of the absolute”; it resulted both in an
inability to lower its sights, and the inevitable shocks of the real to the
ideal that followed.

Communism, of course, was one such major shock. The Russians led
the way in bringing Marx’s upside-down religious principles to ideolog-
ical and social-political realization and in discovering the consequences
of pushing such ideologies too far. The prophecies of the Slavophiles,
Soloviev, and Fedor Dostoevsky that Russia had a unique universal
mission to contribute to humanity turned out to be true in the twentieth
century, except the contributions they imagined were replaced by a cau-
tionary tale of the central principles played out in historical communism
– the diminution of human beings to social and economic categories
implemented by force – and by the tragic earthly resolution of the per-
ennial hopes of complete freedom, complete human mastery of the
world, complete equality and moral being. This course of Marxism was
the result of cultural predilections we have already noted: an eager
welcome and use of ideas from the outside were only possible for an open
culture; the radical intelligentsia’s maximalism encouraged by its origins
in the clerical class made political gradualism and concern for legal
niceties unlikely; the notion that earthly means were secondary to ulti-
mate ends sanctioned the expediencies of Soviet terror in serving the
communist future; the moral obligations of sacrifice, humility, and dis-
respect for material things supported the party’s programs and allowed
its failures in servicing the everyday needs of USSR citizens.
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An obvious lesson of Soviet cultural history, then, lies in the dangers of
forcing utopias upon reality – or at least in excessively trusting those who
advocate them – but to confine ourselves to such pessimistic modalities of
the Russian cultural experience would be to underestimate it. For
Aleksandr Herzen, Soloviev, Dostoevsky, and a host of other Russians
who envisioned cultural utopias were fully aware of the quandaries and
unrealities of their hopes, and the interesting cultural fact is that they did
not stop hoping. They arrived at visionary realizations of ambitions
shared by most civilized peoples, and they themselves, seeking the ideal,
continued to question their discoveries in the most unrelenting ways.
The larger lesson they provide – forgotten during communism – was not
that one should stop hoping but that one should not stop questioning by
accepting ideological reductions; the Soviet period of Russian culture
was a moment when cultural questioning stopped and a mindless faith,
encouraging Soviet citizens to live myopically and hypocritically, pre-
dominated.

A central tenet of this faith was the notion of the narod, the people. As
pointed out in Catriona Kelly’s overview of popular culture the concept
has been much abused, in the Russian instance, across the ideological
spectrum. Social conditions – the sheer number of peasants who made up
80 to 85 percent of the Russian population at the end of the nineteenth
century – provided the foundation for a vast and complex popular
culture and combined with a moral sore point – serfdom – to make the
peasants and their mores a central issue for upper-class culture as well.
Both those who wanted to find native strengths in Russian history – the
historian Mikhail Pogodin, the Slavophiles, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy – and
those who looked to paradigms of progress from the outside – the
Westernizers and the various socialists – imagined the peasant world to
be a peculiar Russian advantage. The historical realities of poverty and
servitude stimulated rather than undermined this vision, and serfdom,
which ended in 1861 one year before Lincoln’s proclamation freeing Afro-
Americans, was as long-lasting in cultural repercussions and social
retributions as American slavery. A crucial factor, reminiscent of
American liberal angst in the 1960s, was the upper classes’ feeling of
guilt. It impelled the 1870s “going to the people,” a specific historical
event, but also a description of fundamental directions in Russian social
and political agendas in the modern period.

And again, a maximalist insistence on this agenda of “the people”
guided Russian cultural history on its problematic course in the modern
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era. Popular culture in the Soviet period became an object of ideological
insistence, a central principle – narodnost’ – of socialist realism and its
mandate to develop easily understandable forms of communication to
propagandize and impose the government’s wishes. The beneficial
effects of political concern for mass culture included the huge financial
outlay the state injected into amateur organizations – theatres, dance
troupes, choruses – that came to form part of the ubiquitous Palaces of
Culture and that encouraged the ordinary citizen’s participation in the
arts. The negative effects of an imposed narodnost’ was that it had neither
the subversive benefits of free folk laughter and questioning of author-
ities Mikhail Bakhtin defined in a true people’s culture, nor the opportu-
nity for its participants to rise above the mediocre intellectual and
creative standards encouraged by the government. As the Italian Marxist
Antonio Gramsci once noted, all human beings, whatever their class
origins, are potential intellectuals, but not all perform the social function
of intellectuals. Soviet culture was predicated on the principle of totally
controlling or eliminating this social role.

A historical event organized by the young Bolshevik government in
1922 serves as an emblematic moment of Russian culture’s deintellectual-
ization. Ostensibly motivated by moral disapprobation of the hostile
upper classes, but in reality wary of ideological competition, Lenin’s
government put over 160 men and women of letters on a train and
forcibly expatriated them to the West. This one-way journey was not the
only instance, of course, and the trains continued to transport Russia’s
best minds and talents not only to the West but also east – to prison camps
– well into the time when trains were replaced by airplanes carrying
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and Joseph Brodsky. One result of the Russian
emigration was very noticeable repercussions in cultures beyond the
former Russian borders; the introductions to literature, art, music,
theatre, and film offered in this book remind us how hard it would be to
imagine the modern Western course of the arts without Sergei
Rachmaninov, Vasily Kandinsky, George Balanchine, Vladimir Nabokov,
or Igor Stravinsky. The other result was a vastly impoverished culture at
home, marked by the banality, obtuseness, and prejudices of a people’s
state deprived of many of its best people.

The Soviet period, however, also included a counterculture of men
and women like Boris Pasternak, Anna Akhmatova, Vsevolod Meyerhold,
Stanislavsky, Eisenstein, Mikhail Bulgakov, Dmitry Shostakovich, and
Mikhail Bakhtin. They and many others continued the struggle to main-
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tain high standards and to push the arts forward even in the face of the
most brutal repressions of Russian history in the modern era.
Compromises were unavoidable, social-political forces vitally damaged
their works and their lives, but one can hardly deny their achievements.
The cultural roots of these men and women, as well as those who emi-
grated, sank deep into the past and were nurtured in a specific historical
period of unusual brilliance and creative vitality: the end of the nine-
teenth century and the early decades of the twentieth. This was the
central moment of modern Russian culture, its historical crux, and, as
Abbott Gleason notes, a primary point of orientation and hope after the
collapse of the Soviet Union.

What cultural processes gave this period – sometimes undervalued
with the label of the Silver Age – its staying power and its influence? One
such cultural imperative underlying many of the aesthetic and intellec-
tual achievements noted in the following chapters, was that the end of
the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth saw Russia
produce a body of theoretical works on philosophy and the arts unprece-
dented in its history. The singular analytical spirit derived considerable
energy from an impulse to take stock of past accomplishment in the light
of the new century’s possibilities. A propensity to retrospection and
assessment before the uncertain course of the future was given voice by
Sergei Diaghilev in a much discussed speech delivered in 1905. The occa-
sion was a banquet given to commemorate Diaghilev’s influential retro-
spective exhibition of portraits and the closing of the journal World of Art.
It was “the hour of summations,” Diaghilev noted, a “grandiose histori-
cal moment of summations and endings in the name of a new unknown
culture.”

The second keynote speaker, Valery Briusov, together with other par-
ticipants of that dinner such as the merchant-patron Savva Mamontov
and the painters Valentin Serov and Konstantin Yuon, had already felt
strong impulses of appraisal and change. Two men, Nietzsche and
Vladimir Soloviev – a philosopher we have already noted – provided par-
ticular directions for the cultural milieu in which they worked. Soloviev
was as, if not more, important to the Russians as Nietzsche; he died in
1900 but left for his followers – considerable both in number and influ-
ence – a philosophical system comparable in scope and the creative
energy it stimulated (if not in ultimate achievement) to Hegel’s work. A
host of original, at times brilliant, thinkers followed Soloviev, including
the Trubetskoy brothers Sergei and Eugene, Dmitry Merezhkovsky,
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Sergei Bulgakov, Semen Frank, Nikolai Berdiaev, Lev Shestov, Pavel
Florensky, and others such as Mikhail Bakhtin.

The respect and attention accorded ideas were not only philosoph-
ically driven, however, but were sustained at their core by religious tradi-
tion and its intellectual revival. The end of the nineteenth and beginning
of the twentieth century was a period of new accomplishment in Russian
theology. The exploration of religious issues, with Soloviev again at the
center of influence, responded to deep-rooted values and cultural attach-
ments and inspired all other forms of cultural activity, whether histori-
cal, philosophical, or aesthetic.

By the beginning of the twentieth century religion had taken on firm
ideological functions. Transcendent notions of self and the world con-
tinued to motivate basic intellectual and ethical commitments in Russia
but without the faith of the past and in conditions of secularization.
Dostoevsky’s defense of Christian verities even in the face of atheism’s
strong arguments, Tolstoy’s demystification of the Gospels, and
Soloviev’s insistence on theocracy and faith before his own strong sense
of irony, were all symptomatic of this ideological condition and con-
tributed equally to the complexity of intellectual discourse and to its
intensity. Added cultural impetus was provided by a revival of mysticism
and interest in life beyond death, ranging from Nikolai Fedorov’s
resurrection project to P. D. Uspensky’s Fourth Dimension published in
1909, and an epidemic of séances reminiscent of the occult vogue in the
reign of Alexander I.

This religious sensibility, combining skepticism with passion, was at
least consistent in the old Russian intransigence before life’s realities. It
continued to measure the nature of things and to invariably find them
lacking. The turn to history was partially the result of such dissatisfaction
with the present and with prophetic warnings of the “Age of the Lout” as
Merezhkovsky called it. Attacks on louts in their middle-class prototypes
(made vivid through a biblical connotation of the Russian word for lout,
ham, also given as a name to Noah’s son) were already familiar to Russian
intellectual history in the works of Herzen, Dostoevsky, and Konstantin
Leontiev, while Nietzsche’s dissatisfaction with the bourgeois type
Leontiev called “the average man, average European” added a new stim-
ulus. In theatre, of course, Alexander Ostrovsky had created an immense
body of dramatic texts evoking the “kingdom of darkness” and the
grotesque mediocrity of the developing middle class. At the beginning of
the century, the sense of evil attached to the average was so strong that
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Satan became banal in one of the more popular novels of the time, Fedor
Sologub’s Petty Demon.

As pointed out by Professor Likhachev, one of the most interesting
social phenomena in this period – another example of religious forces
transformed into new secular structures – was the role played by patrons
of the arts from Old Believer families. Much of the avant-garde cultural
activity outlined in this book was the result of an exemplary model of
capitalist intervention and support on the part of such sponsors as Savva
and Ivan Morozov, Pavel Tretiakov, and Sergei Shchukin. Among the
interesting questions of modern Russian culture are: what attracted
these powerful merchants and industrialists to the arts and what gave
them the insight to recognize the significance of the young and yet
unknown Stanislavskys, Picassos, Gorkys, and Matisses? One likely
explanation is that familiarity with the non-representational elements
of old Russian icons supported a capacity to recognize the value and
directions of modern art and to encourage its reach for truths beyond
realism. In such instances as Stanislavsky’s, in which traditional repre-
sentational forms were favored, the impulse to develop realism to
extremes of perfection found equal inspiration in religious sensibilities
(Stanislavsky, it will be remembered, hoped to turn the theatre into a
temple). In any case, the activity of these Russian patron-merchants pro-
vides strong historical evidence arguing against the pessimistic appraisal
of late capitalism’s role in culture. Their commitment to the arts suggests
that the determining factor is often not the ostensibly harsh laws of
capitalism itself but who the capitalists happen to be in their moral and
intellectual makeup.

In a related potential lesson for the late twentieth century, Marxists
turned idealists expressed a religious-based dissatisfaction, given a sharp
edge by their insiders’ knowledge, with social–political categories. Their
cultural presence was strongly felt in the Ivanov and Merezhkovsky–
Gippius gatherings – social occasions for intellectuals and artists to
engage in passionate debate – and in essay collections such as Problems of
Idealism (1902), From Marxism to Idealism (1903), Landmarks (1909), and From
the Depths (1918). Landmarks brought together Nikolai Berdiaev, Michael
Gerzhenzon, Sergei Bulgakov, Semen Frank, and Peter Struve, rapidly
went through five editions, and was the most notorious. Cultural scandal
was inevitable; despite the political temper of the times and the obvious
need for government reform after the Russo-Japanese War and the 1905
uprising, the contributors offered devastating (and still provocative)
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attacks on the Russian intelligentsia’s social–political approach to
human nature and destiny.

Discontent with hackneyed perceptions of the social-political sort
obtained intellectual energy from a dissatisfaction with traditional
modes of perception themselves. The attempt to arrive at a greater
complexity of definitions of what personality and existence are all about
accompanied a new concern for how one arrives at knowledge of such
things. To paraphrase a familiar generalization, the battles of German
idealism fought on the fields of epistemology by generals Schelling and
Kant were, in this regard, as important for modern Russian culture as the
social disruptions caused by the Russo-Japanese War.

In considering the nature of consciousness and knowledge the
Russians shared the general discontent of Western modernism with the
cruder strategies of empirics and positivists in philosophy and the sci-
ences, and with naturalists and fetishists of realism in the arts. The
Russians, like their Western counterparts, viewed the general tendency
to reductive epistemological assumptions in the humanities and sciences
as fostering a particular neglect of the complex roles of the self in
consciousness. Western modernism, in Berlin, Paris, and Vienna, reacted
by placing new emphasis on psychology, individual perception and
creativity, and, in the process, rediscovered philosophers of the ego such
as Max Stïrner. For the Russians, such accentuations of the self were old
hat, as old as the 1840s and the Russian translation of Ludwig Feuerbach’s
Essence of Christianity at the time the young Dostoevsky was beginning his
literary career. In the early years of the twentieth century the texts of
Viacheslav Ivanov, Eugene Trubetskoy, and Vasily Kandinsky, among
many other works prompted by religious sensibility, continued explora-
tions of the self in terms of its epistemological functions, moral and
psychological complexities, interaction with social context, or aesthetic
fulfillments.

In their epistemological explorations the Russians also arrived at the
underlying concept of language relativity shared by Ferdinand de
Saussure and Stéphane Mallarmé, and separated sign from signified in
the notion of uslovnost’ or conditionality. The meaning of language,
Valery Briusov pointed out as early as 1902, was relative to its context and
uses and not firmly attached to some unchanging material referent. One
did not, for instance, have to drag actual or even cardboard trees into a
dramatic performance to convey the setting; one could, instead, remem-
ber the Elizabethans and create an efficient act of aesthetic communica-
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tion by writing the word “Forest” on a stage column. Among other cul-
tural possibilities, that insight opened the performing arts to
Meyerhold’s nonrealistic theatre, but, as the century progressed, it also
served manipulations of language for purposes of social-political control.
One did not have to worry quite as much about providing actual food for
a starving citizenry when images of collective farm bounty were available
in socialist realist art to distract the yearning for real eggs and wheat.

Before the Russian men and women of the arts lost their inde-
pendence to such political manipulations they at times abetted, the first
three decades of the twentieth century saw them attain the highest pro-
fessional standards and technical mastery of modern culture. The follow-
ing pages are rich in instances of creative achievement and innovation on
the part of a generation of men and women of unprecedented talent: in
poetry – the symbolists, followed by the acmeists Nikolai Gumilyov,
Anna Akhmatova, and Osip Mandelstam, the daring futurists Vladimir
Mayakovsky, Velemir Khlebnikov, and the young Boris Pasternak, the
imagist and “peasant poet” Sergei Esenin, and leading examples of a new
role for women in the arts, Marina Tsvetaeva and Zinaida Hippius; in
prose – Fedor Sologub, Maksim Gorky, Andrei Bely, Alexei Remizov,
Mikhail Bulgakov, Mikhail Zamyatin, and Yury Olesha; in drama and the
performing arts – Anton Chekhov, Konstantin Stanislavsky, Vladimir
Nemirovich-Danchenko, Aleksandr Blok, Vsevolod Meyerhold, Nikolai
Evreinov, Aleksandr Tairov, Evgeny Vakhtangov, Anna Pavlova, and
Fedor Chaliapin; in art – Vasily Kandinsky, Kazimir Malevich, Natalia
Goncharova, Mikhail Larionov, Vladimir Tatlin, Marc Chagall,
Aleksandra Exter, Aleksandr Rodchenko, and Kuzma Petrov-Vodkin; in
music – Igor Stravinsky, Sergei Prokofiev, Aleksandr Scriabin, Sergei
Rachmaninov, and Aleksandr Glazunov; and in film – Vsevolod
Pudovkin and Sergei Eisenstein.

This period of high cultural achievement was followed by a profound
plunge into cultural devastation lasting from the late 1920s to the dis-
solution of the Soviet Union in 1991. Government manipulations of
moral codes of sacrifice and humility for purposes of social-political
control were combined with a high dependence on past traditions and
continued technical mastery – if not innovation – in the arts. Eventually,
with the collapse of the Soviet Union and its underlying ideological sup-
ports, the Russians arrived at the shared cultural processes of the late
twentieth century in which, as noted by Jürgen Habermas, Frederic
Jameson, and many others, much of the aesthetic world responded to the
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demands of commodity production. The political domination of the arts
in Stalin’s time gave way to their economic manipulation as entertain-
ment and to media uses by politicians – at times former professional per-
formers and writers – in the interests of gaining power in democratic
societies.

After the fall of communism the openness of Russian space and the
numerous ethnic and religious groups within it brought attention, once
again, to Asia and the West as ways of delineating national identity. The
war with Chechen separatists, the exclusionary arguments of Ukrainian
nationalists who would expel all Russians from the cradle of their
civilization, and the continued presence of a huge Chinese population in
Siberia coupled the issue of identity with political and economic forces –
not unlike the issues behind illegal immigration in the United States or
behind immigration itself in France and Germany. Through the media
and its crossovers with the formal arts the Russians demonstrated with
gusto – as both Abbott Gleason and Catriona Kelly point out – elements
of late twentieth century culture: an erosion of standards and of notions
of taste or technical excellence, a rapid succession of images and sensa-
tions providing the quick fix of postmodern entertainments, and the
narrow concern for an immediate local effect rather than some larger,
unifying sense of things. With growing access to computers, the Russians
joined in the Internet’s unprecedented communication possibilities, as
well as its anonymity, irresponsibility, and the free pirating of software.
Moscow and Petersburg, along with New York, London, and Zagreb,
thus, experienced the same strange combinations of globalization and
ethnic aggrandizement, ethical instability and ethical longing felt
throughout the world.

The depth and intensity of the culture explored in this book give it
some opportunity for dealing with such dilemmas. The Russian tradi-
tion of using aesthetic languages – despite their fictional status and
relativity – as serious and sustained ways of grappling with social reality
offers constructive possibilities in a period when shallow entertainment
and a mindless flow of images are cultural norms. The emphasis Russian
culture places on values of humility and universal responsibility, a
reflective self-placement in history, intransigence before the imperfec-
tions of life, and even the sometimes naive persistence in the face of dis-
quieting odds, suggest ways of transcending skepticism and cultural
diminutions. Russian culture is fundamentally helpful in dealing with
those numerous cultural selves – heirs of the great ideological ploymas-
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ters of the past – who smuggle in their own agendas by making all other
selves yet another logocentric fallacy. The Russian experience includes a
master narrative – and not only a narrative but real women, men, and
actions – defining the idea of self in its fulfillment with others, empha-
sizing the inescapable presence and responsibilities of the self, and chal-
lenging those modern definitions and systems in which the full human
individual is reduced to economic status, race, gender, or body parts.

The complex lessons of humility and sacrifice that Russian culture
found in searching for transcendent and social truths are equally to the
point in the modern era. It is telling that the true heroes of Russian
history and the arts are not the political leaders and the power they repre-
sent: Ivan the Terrible, Peter the Great, Catherine II, or Stalin. They are,
rather, the victims of political necessity and moral compromise: Saints
Boris and Gleb, Dmitry, the son of Ivan whose murder was unjustly
attributed to Boris Godunov, and more recently the children of Nicholas
II and Alexandra. Or to put it another way, the major political figures who
wield authority and power in Russian history are always accompanied by
moral representations of sacrifice and humility in Russian culture or
themselves act as such cultural emblems.

At the time of this book Russia has felt the full force of yet another
culural challenge operating across national boundaries. This challenge
to cultures is not in the familiar relativism and aggrandizements of
twentieth century sensibilities but in a loss of memory, a subversion of
civilization’s achievements through forgetfulness rather than mere dis-
illusionment or analytical quandaries. Pride of race and cultural ethos
turning into racism and tribal insularity, the breakdown of morality
expressed in rampant crime, the sense that the vulgar and physical – the
material girls and boys of popular culture – are all we really are, the brutal
manipulations of economic systems which repudiate the infirm and
elderly are all part of this cultural amnesia encouraged by the transience
and simplifications of late twentieth-century media forms and marked
by neglect of the complex lessons of written narratives from the past.

It is useful in the attempt of recovery from such reductions of civiliza-
tion to remember the rich diversity within Russian cultural origins, the
borders that provided Russian cultural identity and order and the cross-
ings that enriched them, the fruitful conjunctions of Russian popular
and high culture, and the complex ideological struggle for values and
ideas to live by in a secular age. Late twentieth-century cultural debate
also suggests lessons to be gained from remembering that Tolstoy tried
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not to limit his creative vision to social class or economic power and imag-
ined all women and men engaging universal moral codes, or the conse-
quences of their neglect; that Dostoevsky managed to integrate
female–male differences into his harsh insights of shared human person-
ality without exclusionary gender reductions; that Aleksandr Borodin
was profoundly involved in a variant of Orientalism but as a vehicle for
enriching Russian music and not for hostility to other ethnic groups or
racial aggrandizement; that Stanislavsky – son of an industrialist – fully
appreciated the financial necessities of theatre, but never reduced per-
formance to commodity values; that Eisenstein was well aware of the
importance of ideology for film, but did not confine his creative vision to
its Stalinist demands. This cultural history has its failures and
impracticalities, but given such men and women it also has lessons and
hope – those indispensable elements of any healthy culture – to offer. The
preservation and reintroduction of these complex insights and lessons is
this book’s way of reaffirming modern Russian culture’s necessary hopes.
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